A new polar coding scheme for higher order modulation is presented. The proposed scheme is based on multilevel coding (MLC) with natural labeling, where the bit-level corresponding to the sign-bit is generated in dependence on the previous bit-levels, such that the modulated symbols are distributed according to a target non-uniform distribution resulting in a shaping gain. This is realized by replacing the polar encoder in the sign-bit level by a successive cancellation (SC) decoder, such that the overall complexity is not increased compared to a conventional MLC scheme with polar codes. Numerical simulations show significant performance improvements of the proposed approach compared to conventional transmission schemes with uniform symbol distribution. By using more complex decoders (e.g. SC list decoder), the proposed scheme outperforms Gallager's random coding bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar coding [1] can be regarded as a major breakthrough in coding theory, as it is the first coding scheme with an explicit construction that provably achieves the channel capacity of binary input discrete memoryless channels. Beside the asymptotic optimality, its competitive performance in short and moderate block lengths (by using a list decoder [2] ) made polar codes already a part of 5G New Radio (NR) [3] , the air interface technology used in the fifth generation mobile communication standard.
After its invention, the ideas of polar coding have been employed for solving many information theoretic problems related to e.g. source coding [4] , [5] , broadcast channels [6] , asymmetric channels [7] , relay channels [8] , information theoretic security [8] , [9] . In addition, thanks to their nested structure, they are especially suitable for applications, where problems need to be addressed jointly, such as joint channel coding and signal shaping [10] , or quantization and error correction [11] .
Similarly, polar codes are naturally suitable for transmission with higher order modulation, as they allow a joint description of coding and modulation [12] . In this context, [12] introduced polar coded modulation, where the symbol mapper is considered as an additional level of polarization. In that work, a multi-level coding (MLC) scheme with successive demapping (SD) (based on the ideas from [13] , [14] ) is proposed. It turns out that MLC based approaches can achieve superior performance compared to bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [15] based approaches with parallel demapping (PD). [16] further discussed efficient code design for MLC based approaches. Polar coding for BICM is analyzed from compound channels perspective in [17] , and was discussed in [18] , where it is shown that mapping of the bits to symbols using a carefully designed interleaver (instead of a conventional random interleaver) and employing variable size kernels can improve the performance. A similar scheme is also discussed in [19] , where 2 × 2 kernel (instead of variable size kernels) is used, and auxiliary virtual channels with zero-capacities are introduced to adapt different modulation orders.
The mentioned works on polar codes considered coded modulation schemes with uniformly distributed symbols, which lead to a shaping loss. This loss can be up to 1.53dB on additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels that can only be recovered if signal shaping is applied [20] . Recently, signal shaping for higher order modulation got a renewed interest from the research community, and multiple approaches were presented on signal shaping for polar codes. A probabilistic shaping approach for polar codes is presented in [10] , where non-uniformly distributed Gray-labeled ASK symbols are generated (by extending the ideas of [7] and [21] ), and parallel demapping and a single stage decoding (similar to BICM) is employed. This approach is further extended to 5G NR polar codes in [22] . Another work is presented in [23] by combining the probabilistic amplitude shaping approach from [24] with polar codes, where a precoder is used for systematic encoding and a distribution matcher is used to shape the amplitudes of the ASK symbols. The receiver uses a multi-stage decoder (as in MLC) and a distribution dematcher to recover the message. Another MLC based approach is shown in [25] , where no distribution dematcher is required and where only a single bitlevel is shaped to approximate the optimal symbol distribution. Another related work is presented in [26] , where polar lattices are shown to be capable of achieving the AWGN capacity.
A. Contributions
In this work, we first analyze PS approaches in dependence on the demapping method (i.e. successive or parallel), and discuss their influence on the choice of the shaping parameters. We evaluate their achievable rates, and show that the shaping rate need to be adjusted for the operating signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for parallel demapping, whereas a fixed shaping rate is enough to compensate most of the shaping loss for a large SNR range when successive demapping is employed. We further find that shaping only a single bit-level is sufficient to obtain good results, and propose using sign-bit shaping with successive demapping.
Based on our findings, we show how this can be implemented in practice, and propose a sign-bit shaped multi-level coding (SBS-MLC) scheme based on polar codes, which has the following advantages compared to existing polar coding approaches with probabilistic shaping:
• Compared to [23] , the proposed method does not require systematic encoding (which is realized with a precoder in [23] ) and a separate shaping encoder (i.e. distribution matcher) at the transmitter. Moreover, a shaping decoder (i.e. distribution dematcher) is not required either, because the channel decoder at the receiver already outputs the message. • Compared to [10] , the proposed scheme uses an MLC based approach, and therefore any choice of the modulation order m is possible. In [10] , however, it is assumed that m is an integer power of 2, and therefore 8-ASK (m = 3) cannot be supported directly. [22] solves this problem by modifying 5G NR polar codes and shaping only a single bit-level, where only a coarse approximation of the target distribution can be achieved. The presented approach in this work can more exactly approximate the target distribution. • Similarly, a single bit-level is shaped in [25] using an MLC approach. Unlike this work, [25] encodes each bitlevel independently, resulting in a coarse approximation of the target distribution. The proposed scheme in this work also performs signal shaping on a single bit-level, however since the sign-bit is encoded depending on the previous bit-levels, a much more exact approximation of the target distribution can be obtained even for simpler implementations of the shaping encoder (e.g. by using an successive cancellation (SC) decoder instead of a list decoder for shaping). • In [26] , a Gaussian shaping approach is used to build lattice codes with polar coding ideas. Unlike our approach, [26] requires all bit-levels to be encoded in dependence on the previous levels, and it requires a common randomness between the transmitter and the receiver. • SBS with convolutional codes was originally introduced in [27] as a special case of trellis shaping based on lattice partitions, and it is further discussed in [28] . In this work, we extend these ideas to polar codes, such that all bitlevels use polar coding. Moreover, our proposal allows a more flexible way to allocate shaping redundancy and coding redundancy compared to convolutional codes.
B. Outline
In Sec. II, we introduce the system model and describe the transmission strategies. In Sec. III, we discuss the theoretically achievable rates and elaborate on signal shaping for different strategies. In Sec. IV we describe polar coding based MLC and show how sign-bit shaping can be implemented efficiently using polar codes. In Sec. V, performance evaluations on AWGN channels are given. Sec. VI concludes the paper.
C. Notation
In this work, we use lowercase bold letters (e.g. x) for vectors, uppercase letters (e.g. X) for random variables representing elements of the associated vectors and lowercase letters for their realizations. P X , H(X) and E(X) denote the probability distribution, entropy and expected value of X, respectiveley. I(X; Y ) is the mutual information between X and Y . Calligraphic letters (e.g. F ) represent sets.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the AWGN channel model
where z contains the Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 , x contains 2 m -ASK channel input symbols taken from the alphabet
The SNR becomes E(X 2 )/σ 2 . Note that the SNR depends on P X , and for uniform distribution it simplifies to (2 2m −1)/3σ 2 . Below we discuss different transmission strategies.
A. Multi-Level Coding
In multi-level coding approach, the message d of length k is divided into m parts d i of lengths k i with k = i k i . Each of them is then encoded separately to codewords c i of lengths n c . A symbol mapper uses one bit from each of the codewords to generate a 2 m -ASK symbol, i.e. each codeword is mapped to a specific ASK bit-level. The transmission rate is R MLC = k/n c . Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the transmitter with m = 3.
The receiver performs successive demapping and multistage decoding to obtain the estimated i as depicted in Fig. 2 . At stage i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, bit log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) Λ i corresponding to the ith ASK bit-level are obtained using a symbol demapper and are decoded to obtainĉ i . The demapper uses the estimateĉ j , j ∈ {1, · · · , i − 1} from previous stages as a-priori information to remove the dependencies between bit-levels successively. More specifically, the ith bit LLR is calculated from a received symbol y as
Here, X 0 and X 1 are subsets of X containing symbols, whose bits at positions j ∈ {1, · · · , i − 1} areĉ j , and the bit at position i is a 0 or 1, respectively. 
B. Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation
In bit-interleaved coded modulation, the message d of length k is encoded into a single codeword c of length mn c , which is interleaved and mapped to 2 m -ASK symbols x, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Usually, Gray labeling is preferred for symbol mapping. The transmission rate is R BICM = k/n c . At the receiver, parallel demapping of bit-levels is used, followed by the deinterleaver and the decoder to obtaind. Note that the bit LLRs Λ i with PD can be calculated similar to (3), except X 0 and X 1 are defined only in dependence on i, and not on other bits. This allows to reduce the receiver latency compared to SD (since all bit-levels can be demapped in parallel), but is suboptimal as it neglects the dependencies between bit-levels.
III. THEORETICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we briefly discuss the achievable rates of different transmit schemes as a motivation for our proposed method in Sec. IV.
A. Comparison of Achievable Rates
The channel capacity corresponds to the maximum data rate that allows for reliable transmission with arbitrarily small error probability. For an AWGN channel with average transmit power constraint, it is given by
The optimal continuous Gaussian input distribution can be well approximated in practice by ASK symbols drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution According to the chain rule of mutual information [29] ,
This asymptotic rate does not depend on the symbol mapping, but natural binary labeling is superior for finite block lengths [14] . With parallel demapping of the bits without conditioning on previous decisions, non-negative rates
can be achieved [30] . The loss due to neglecting the dependencies of the bit-levels in the demapper is in general minimized by Gray labeling, where neighboring symbols differ in only one bit. For BICM, the bits C 1 , . . . , C m are independently distributed such that H(X) = i H(C i ), which leads to [15] 
Remark 1. The second terms in (6) and (7) can be seen as the coding redundancy, i.e. redundancy introduced by the channel code. Similarly, m−H(X) corresponds to the shaping redundancy, or the shaping rate R s . 
SNR in dB
Rate in bit/use For uniformly distributed transmit symbols, there is a shaping loss at high SNR and an additional demapping loss for PD with Gray labeling at low SNR. Using an MB distribution ν optimized for the operating SNR, however, the channel capacity can be closely approached with both successive and parallel demapping (the curves overlap in Fig. 4 ).
We observe that the gap between R PD and the corresponding optimal entropy H(X) is almost constant over a wide SNR range, which suggests to have a constant coding redundancy of approximately 0.8 bits per symbol, and to adjust the data rate through shaping as in [24] . For SD, on the other hand, a constant fraction of the total redundancy should be dedicated to coding and shaping, respectively [14, Sec. VIII] . This means that depending on the choice of the demapping method, one should allocate shaping and coding redundancy differently. Fig. 5 shows the achievable rates for 8-ASK using a fixed MB distribution with entropy H(X) = 2.66 bit, corresponding to R s ≈ 1/3. We observe that R SD is very robust with respect to the input distribution, as the capacity is closely approached over a wide SNR range. In contrast, the gap to capacity increases for R PD at lower rates due to the demapping loss. Fig. 5 also includes the rates I(C i ; Y |C 1 , · · · C i−1 ) of the bit-levels for natural labeling. These rates converge to one at high SNR for the first two bit-levels, which means that H(C i |C 1 , · · · C i−1 ) ≈ 1, and hence the corresponding bits must be approximately uniformly distributed. Thus, an almost optimal transmit symbol distribution can be obtained by shaping only the sign bit C 3 . We observed similar results for other modulation orders.
B. Achievable Rates with Fixed Input Distribution
Note that in order to obtain an MB distribution with smaller entropy H(X) according to Fig. 4 , it is in general required to shape multiple bit-levels, which increases the implementation complexity at the transmitter. On the other hand, a smaller shaping rate would lead to a more uniform symbol distribution and hence a larger shaping loss. Sign-bit shaping with R s ≈ 1/3 represents a good tradeoff between performance and complexity.
Remark 2. If shaping for PD with Gray labeling is considered, one can use a fixed coding redundancy and adjust the transmission rate through the symbol distribution. This is advantageous, if the rate adaptation through channel code is cumbersome, and flexible shaping encoders are available. On the other hand, for SD one can use a fixed shaping redundancy (a fixed shaping code), and adjust the transmission rate through the channel code itself. This is advantageous, if the used channel code is flexible in terms of rate adaptation, and the shaping encoder is not necessarily flexible in terms of supporting different rates.
C. Design Rules
Based on the above discussion, we propose to use MLC with a fixed shaping rate for ASK with natural labeling. According to Fig. 4 , R SD starts deviating from the capacity for rates approximately above (m − 1) bit/use due to the limitation of the finite constellation size. Furthermore, I(C 1 ; Y ) goes to zero in Fig. 5 for rates below (m − 2) bit/use, so this bitlevel does not carry any information. Consequently, 2 m -ASK should be applied preferably for rates within (m − 2, m − 1] bit/use. In this range, we found that an input distribution with entropy H(X) ≈ (m − 1/3) bit is close to optimal. Hence, approximately 1/3 of the sign bits will be used for shaping the input distribution. Note that only the first few bit-levels need to be protected against errors for successive demapping of natural labeling due to the increasing Euclidean distances in each step, so uncoded transmission may be used in the last bit-levels for large values of m.
IV. SIGN-BIT SHAPED MULTI-LEVEL POLAR CODES
In this section, we discuss how the design rules obtained in the previous section can be applied to polar codes.
A. Polar Codes
Polar coding [1] relies on the channel polarization phenomenon, where the physical channel is converted into polar sub-channels, which tend to have very high or very low reliabilities asymptotically. A polar encoder assigns message bits to reliable channels, and (known) frozen bits to unreliable channels. A polar decoder (such as an SC decoder) processes a noisy observation of the polar codeword together with the frozen bits to estimate the message bits.
Let G denote the polar transform matrix of size n c × n c , which is defined as the (log 2 n c )-th Kronecker power of the 2 × 2 kernel ( 1 0 1 1 ). A polar codeword c is obtained from the input sequence u by
Here, u contains the message bits d at indices I, and frozen bits at indices F with I ∪ F = {1, · · · , n c }, where I and F denote the sets containing the indices of sub-channels with high and low reliabilities, respectively. The performance of a polar code depends on the choice of these sets. For a given channel, one can obtain reliabilities of polar sub-channels using density evolution [31] , [32] or its approximations [33] , and use the most reliable k sub-channels for I, and the other n c − k sub-channels for F to obtain a code with rate k/n c . Fortunately, the order of the sub-channel reliabilities is similar for many symmetric channels. In 5G NR, a polar sequence Q is specified that is used to obtain I and F in a simple way [3] . Accordingly, the first n c − k indices and the last k indices in Q that are less than n c are used for F and I, respectively. This allows a very simple and flexible code design with relatively good performance. In the rest of this work, we will also use the polar sequence Q from 5G NR to design our codes.
It is known that the SC decoder performs well only for very long codeword lengths, and the SC list (SCL) decoder [2] improves the performance significantly for shorter lengths. An SCL decoder operates similarly to an SC decoder, but does not make a decision for each bit directly. Instead, it considers multiple decoding paths concurrently at each decoding step, and outputs a list of candidate codewords together with their path metrics (PM), which is related to the a-posteriori probability of each candidate. Picking the codeword with the best PM from the list already improves the decoding performance of polar codes, but a further improvement can be obtained with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) aided list decoding [2] , where an outer CRC code is used to select the correct codeword from the decoder output. Although this effectively reduces the number of frozen bits (due to the additional CRC bits), the decoding performance improves compared to SCL decoders with only PM based codeword selection.
B. Multi-Level Coding Using Polar Codes
Polar codes have certain advantages that are well suited for MLC. Firstly, MLC approaches require multiple channel codes (of different rates) that have the same codeword length. Polar codes naturally allow a very flexible rate adaptation for a given codeword length n c . Secondly, thanks to their structure, SC and SCL decoders can already output the codeword (beside the message bits) that is required for demapping the next bitlevels. In this way, no additional encoding of the message bits at the receiver is required. Last but not least, SCL decoders can be initialized with a list based on the output of the previous decoding stages. This is advantageous, because it allows passing information between decoding stages that we discuss below.
Since MLC approaches use multiple short channel codes (instead of a single long channel code as in BICM), a larger finite length loss may be expected. On the other hand, one can consider the symbol mapping as an additional level of polarization [12] that combines m short polar codewords of length n c to a long codeword of length mn c . Note that natural labeling causes the bit-level capacities to have a large variance [14] , [12] , i.e. it is a good polarizing kernel. With this fact in mind, we propose using a list multi-stage decoder with SD similar to [34] and [23] . Accordingly, the receiver performs the following steps:
• The received noisy sequence y is demapped to obtain bit LLRs Λ 1 for the first ASK bit-level as in conventional MLC approaches (as in Fig. 2) , which is processed using a list decoder to obtain l d candidate codewords c 1,j and their path metrics PM j with j ∈ {1, · · · , l d }. • y is demapped separately using each candidate c 1,j as a-priori information, and l d bit LLR sequences Λ 2,j for the second ASK bit-level are obtained. • A list decoder is used to obtain c 2,j , where the list is initialized with l d sequences Λ 2,j . Similarly, the path metrics are initialized with PM j . The output contains l d estimates c 2,j . The decoder also keeps the relation µ 2,j between the input and output sequences, i.e. an index for each of the output sequences c 2,j , that indicates to which sequence in the initial list its decoding path belongs to. • The same procedure is applied for the remaining bitlevels. After the final bit-level is processed, the candidate codewords from each stage can be extracted using µ i,j and c i,j . Note that a conventional SCL decoder is initialized with a single path, and during the decoding process the number of paths are increased. In the presented scheme, the only modification to the decoder is that it is initialized with l d paths and their corresponding path metrics. This procedure can also be seen as multi-kernel polar decoding, where the operation in the first polarization step is performed using a symbol demapper. Accordingly, the list multi-stage decoder allows decoding m polar codewords of length n c treating them as a single codeword of length mn c . Therefore, any error made at stage i can be compensated by the later stages, provided that the correct codeword is in the output list of the ith decoder.
This scheme also allows an outer CRC-code, which can be used to select the correct candidate from the list in the last stage (instead of using a separate CRC outer code for each ASK bit-level).
C. Sign-Bit Shaping with Polar Codes
In Sec. III-B we have shown that shaping a single bit-level with MLC can be enough to compensate for the shaping loss. In this section we propose a polar coding based transmitter and receiver that we call sign-bit shaped MLC (SBS-MLC).
Transmitter Fig. 6 depicts the proposed transmitter with natural labeling for 8-ASK (with m = 3 bit-levels), which can easily be extended to any choice of m. Here, the 8-ASK symbols are represented by the superposition of three 2-ASK symbols that are weighted by a i = 2 i−1 . Observe that the most significant bit (i = 3) is the sign bit. Fig. 7 shows the resulting labeling.
In the proposed scheme, the first m−1 stages are equivalent to stages of a conventional MLC encoder, where codewords
Symbol Mapper with Natural Labeling Fig. 6 , and the resulting P X , if an SC decoder with min-sum approximation is used for nc = 256 and s = 84 (circle markers). The reference P X (× markers) shows the MB distribution with the same average energy.
with uniformly distributed bits are generated using polar encoders ε 1 and ε 2 . In the last stage, however, we use a modified encoder ε s to obtain the codeword c 3 for the sign bitlevel. The task of this encoder is to generate c 3 in dependence on c 1 and c 2 , such that the resulting ASK symbols x at the output of the symbol mapper have a target probability distribution as in (5) , which is optimal for AWGN channels.
Observe the relations from Fig. 6 x i = i j=1 a j · (−2 · c j + 1) (10)
Accordingly, by generating c 3 (i.e. the codeword in the sign bit-level) in dependence on x 2 , we can force the ASK symbols in x to have a target probability distribution P X . For this purpose, we allocate the most reliable s polar sub-channels in the sign bit-level for shaping bits, which do not carry any information, but cause x to have the desired probability distribution. As a result, obtaining the bits in the sign bitlevel can be formulated as a channel decoding problem, i.e. the encoder ε s in the sign bit-level is actually a polar decoder that uses x 2 to search for a codeword representing d 3 and at the same time causing x to be distributed according to the target P X . In light of these facts, we formulate the operations of obtaining c 3 as a polar decoding problem (similar to [10] ), where we treat • the message bits d 3 (of length k 3 ) as frozen bits at indices I, • an all-zero vector of length n c − k 3 − s as frozen bits at indices F , • polar sub-channel indices given in S as the indices of s unknown bits to be recovered by the decoder, • and Λ s (defined below) as the decoder input in LLR form. Here, assuming a fixed polar sequence, S contains the indices of the most reliable s sub-channels, I contains the indices of the remaining most reliable k sub-channels, and F = {1, · · · n c } \ (S ∪ I). Note that this is equivalent to attaching the s shaping bits to d 3 , and using a polar encoder with rate (k 3 +s)/n c (instead of k 3 /n c ). Since a polar decoder can already output the codeword, this additional encoding operation is not required.
Observe that x = x 2 + a 3 if c 3 = 0, and x = x 2 − a 3 otherwise. Accordingly, we can define
as the LLR value for c 3 as a function of x 2 , assuming an MB distribution with parameter ν is targeted. As a result,
should be used as the decoder input in LLR form for ε s . For any choice of m ≥ 2, this corresponds to
Note that a hardware friendly implementations of an LLR based polar decoder may use the min-sum approximation to simplify the check-node operations [35] . This approximation makes the decoder output independent of the scaling of the LLR input. Therefore, we can simply formulate Λ s as
if a decoder with min-sum approximation is employed. This means that the decoder ε s does not even need to know the exact P X to generate c m . 
Observe that (16) can also be interpreted as the maximum likelihood solution for transmission of a BPSK modulated binary sequence c m over an AWGN channel with channel gain a m [36] . In this case, −x m−1 can be seen as the received noisy sequence, which should be the input of the maximum likelihood decoder. Also note that the MB distribution minimizes the average energy for a fixed entropy [20] . This is another reason, why the energy minimization problem given above would result in x with an MB distribution.
Recall that reserving roughly 1/3 bit per symbol for shaping is a good choice to approach channel capacity for a wide SNR range. Fig. 7 shows the resulting distribution of 8-ASK symbols (obtained by simulations) if an SC decoder with min-sum approximation is used with s = 84 shaping bits to generate n c = 256 ASK symbols (R s ≈ 1/3), and where S is constructed from the most reliable s indices in Q from the 5G NR specification [3] . Note that an SC decoder and a polar encoder have the same order of complexity O(n c log n c ) [1] . Moreover, as Λ s consists of only integers and as the min-sum approximation results in simplified decoder operations, the complexity increase due to replacing a polar encoder with an SC decoder at the transmitter is small. On the other hand, if the transmitter has more computational power, one can also use an SCL decoder as ε s , which results in a better performance at the cost of increased complexity. In the example above with an SC decoder (given in Fig. 7) , the average transmit power corresponds to i x 2 i · P X (x i ) = 10.26dB. If an SCL decoder (using min-sum approximation) with list size l s = 32 is used at the transmitter, the average transmit power would become 10.06dB, resulting in a 0.2dB gain in the SNR without an additional complexity at the receiver.
Receiver
A conventional MLC receiver with two modifications can be used at the receiving side.
Demapping: For an AWGN channel with noise variance σ 2 and uniformly distributed X, the bit LLRs given in (3) can be written as
Similarly, for the MB distribution given in (5) , we can show that (3) simplifies to
Observe that (18) differs from (17) only in the scaling factor α. This means that to include the effect of P X during demapping, one should basically take a conventional demapper designed for uniform distribution, and scale its inputs by a constant, i.e. one does not need to implement a new demapper. Decoding: Recall that the shaping bits do not carry additional information, and their values are unknown to the receiver. During decoding of the last bit-level, the decoder should therefore treat the shaping bits in S as unknown bits, which may be discarded after the decoding is completed. Since the shaping bits are transmitted in the most reliable polar subchannels (with relatively large indices), the decoder can also perform an early termination, as soon as all message bits are decoded. This can reduce the decoding latency. Alternatively the receiver can also use the shaping bits as an additional error detection mechanism similar to [10] .
Remark 5. We highlight that both modifications at the receiver are simple, and do not cause a significant increase in the receiver complexity. Recall that the transmitter has also the same order of complexity as a conventional MLC transmitter. As a result, the proposed scheme has an overall complexity comparable to a conventional MLC scheme.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the block error rate (BLER) performance of the proposed scheme on AWGN channels using Monte-Carlo simulations. We perform simulations with n c = 256 and s = 84 shaping bits (R s ≈ 1/3) for m ∈ {2, 3, 4}, resulting in MB distributions with ν 2 = 0.171, ν 3 = 0.041 and ν 4 = 0.010, respectively. At the transmitter, we use an SC decoder (which is equivalent to an SCL decoder with list size l s = 1) with min-sum approximation for signbit shaping. As an outer code, we use a 4-bit CRC with polynomial 0x3, which is attached at the end of the message sequence and transmitted in the sign bit-level. We use the polar sequence Q from [3] to construct the sets S (for the sign bitlevel only), I and F for each bit-level. At the receiver, we use a list multi-stage decoder with l d = 8 (as described in Sec. IV-B), and pick the codeword with the best PM from the list that satisfies the cyclic redundancy check. Table I contains the number of message bits at each bit-level (k i , i ∈ {1, · · · , m}), which is obtained by numerical search to obtain good BLER results. We use the following three references to compare with our results:
• As first reference, we use conventional uniform MLC with successive demapping, where we use the same setup as above except for s = 0 (no shaping). The choice of k i is also given in Table I . • As second reference, we use BICM transmission with Gray labeling. We design codes of length mn c with the same Q, apply rate matching (when necessary, e.g. for 8-ASK) as it is done in 5G NR and use the triangular channel interleaver according to [3] . We use the same 4bit CRC as an outer code as above. At the receiver, we use parallel demapping and SCL decoding with l d = 8.
• As last reference, we evaluate Gallager's random coding (achievability) bound (RCB) [29] for Gaussian inputs with BLER given as 2 −ncEr , where . We observe that MLC shows improvements compared to BICM, as no demapping loss occurs. Moreover, using the proposed shaping approach, the performance can be further improved and the BLER curves approach the RCB. Recall that we use an SC decoder for sign-bit shaping, i.e. the complexity of the MLC approach and the SBS-MLC approach are similar. For a fair comparison between different transmission schemes, we also show results with different modulation orders in Fig. 9 . We observe that the proposed scheme outperforms BICM and uniform MLC also for other modulation orders, and closely approaches RCB for all SNRs. To better visualize the gains in SNR, we plot in Fig. 10 the gap to channel capacity ∆ γ at each rate, corresponding to the horizontal distance of the points in Fig. 9 to the Shannon limit. In this figure, the pink area can be seen as the demapping loss of BICM, and the green area can be interpreted as the shaping loss due to uniform signaling. We observe that especially at high rates, both demapping and shaping losses are significant. For example at R = 3 bit/use, SBS-MLC performs 1.65dB better than BICM, and 0.88dB better than uniform MLC, i.e. for this example approximately 42% of ∆ γ for BICM can be compensated by SBS-MLC, where 20% of the gain comes from successive demapping, and 22% from signal shaping.
Finally, we plot the BLER performance of the same codes for list sizes l d = 32 and l s = 32 in Fig. 11 , and their gaps to capacity in Fig. 10 . As expected, there is an overall improvement due to the larger list size. Moreover, we observe that in this case the proposed SBS-MLC shows BLER performance even better than the RCB.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied higher order modulation with signal shaping for AWGN channels. Through theoretical evaluations, we first demonstrated that capacity of the AWGN channels can be approached with successive demapping, even if the symbol distribution is not optimized for the operating SNR. This is in general not the case for approaches based on parallel demapping such as BICM that require the symbol distribution to be optimized for the operating SNR. We further showed that shaping only the sign bit of ASK symbols with natural labeling using a fixed shaping rate R s is sufficient to compensate for the shaping loss over a wide SNR range. Based on these facts, we elaborated on the choice of the parameters, and designed a sign-bit shaped multi-level polar coding scheme, which roughly has the same complexity as conventional uniform MLC. The proposed scheme does not require any additional shaping decoders at the receiving side, and hence the receiver is similar to a conventional MLC receiver. By numerical simulations we have demonstrated that the proposed scheme shows superior BLER performance compared to BICM and MLC approaches with uniform symbol distributions, and approach RCB for n c = 256 channel uses. We also show that by allowing a higher complexity, the RCB bound can be outperformed. 
